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In the Rheinau harbor in Mannheim 
momentarily a recycling-facility in which 
used plastic-waste is converted into the  
original material oil again is developing. It 
follows the pilot-facility of the company 
Nill-Tech, which was running successfully 
from 2007 – 2013. 
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The valuable, long-chained hydrocarbons 
which arise within the plastic production and 
which make plastics so resistant to decay 
processes quasi have parked their energy 
content within the synthetic material. By the 
SYNTROL®-process the basic material, oil, is 
won back. The procedure was advanced in the 
year 2005 for industrial applications and 
corresponding patents were gained.  

Pyrolysis within 400° C 
For the pyrolysis-process the plastic first is 
shredded roughly, then sorted and afterwards 
reduced to a grain of about 1 to 30 millimeter. 
Within three in series connected reactors the 
input-material is heated onto different 
temperatures and melted at 400° C. Thereby 
gases arise, which are cooled in the successive 
“cracktower” and are made fluent by 
condensation.  
At the end of the process a highly caloric 
hydrocarbon is available. The tests by the 
independent survey-company DEKRA and the 
scientific counseling institute EPEA 
International Umweltforschung GmbH state, 
that the product fulfills the technical 
requirements of conventional heating oil as 
per DIN 51603-1. 

Efficiency of 90 percent 
Out of 1000 kilo plastic waste about 850 liters 
of quality-oil are won, which is usable, next to 
the application as heating oil, as basic material 
in the chemical industry. Within the process 
nearly 10 % burnable gasses arise, which are 
needed for the heat-supply of the SNTROL®-
facility. The arising exhausts correlate with 
those of a family homes gas heating. 
As precaution the exhausts are alkaline-
washed. The efficiency of the SYNTROOL®-
facility lies by about 90 percent. The residual 
product is burnable, sulfur poor slag with the 
heat value of borecole. It can be used 
thermally in solid-heat-facilities for example 
the cement-industry. 
As the new SYNTROL®-facility is producing 
quality oil, a fluent energy source – and at 
least not mainly gasses – it can work within a 
comparable low heat-section: next to the 
energetic advantages by the low temperature 
environment critical processes are avoided. 
Furthermore 80 % of the facility exist of 
standard-mechanical-components. Only about 
20 % are new process technology, which 
ensure the continuous economical operation. 
This promises, in total, a secure and therewith 
an economical profitable master plan.  
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Sorting of the input-material necessary  
The quality of the regained product-oil 
depends on of the mixture of the supplied 
plastic-waste. Not all synthetic-materials can 
be converted into oil likewise. PVC has to be 
sorted out because of the chloride-contend, 
which becomes salt acid when heated. Also 
the widespread PET-bottles would decrease 
the energy-content of the final-product and 
are sorted out therefore.  
In general it’s planned to mainly handle old 
plastic, which has caused problems so far 
during the recycling in the past, in the 
Mannheim-facility. For example the multiple 
compounds, which cannot be divided correctly 
sorted. Because of that the facility shall have 
an own, upstream plastic-sorting-facility.  

Financing via a funds 
The issuing house Ventafonds from Bremen 
has started a fund for the realization of the 
project. The economical capacity is assured 
with the planned, two-digit yield-distribution 
yearly – even if the gained oil would be sold 
cheaper than the marked price, which is 
thought of. The technical manager of the 
project, Dieter Stolle, is calculation with a 
sales-price of € 0,65 per liter. Therewith they 
are competitive in any way as todays heating-
oil-price lies by more than € 0,70 per liter. 
Compared with the garbage incineration the 
facility is supposed to have a threefold higher 
effectiveness and to reduce the CO2 output by 
two thirds. So this procedure also contributes 
to the climate protection. In the facility 20000 
tons of sorted plastic waste shall be processed 
yearly. 17 million liters of heating oil shall be 
recycled thereof.  

Working corresponding to the Cradle-to-
Cradle principle 
In July of this year the facility has got the 
confirmation regarding the environment 
amenity corresponding to the Cradle-to-Cradle 
concept. This concept was developed by the  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
German chemist and process engineer Prof. 
Michael Braungart. It confirms that the raw-
material-circuit is organized in a way, that in 
the end no waste occurs, but new basic 
materials which again can be used for the 
production. Products already in the 
development process shall be designed in a 
way that they never can become useless 
waste.  
Already existing production procedures at 
least shall be improved in a manner that by 
optimized reutilization procedures in the end 
raw materials are available again, in the way 
plastic waste becomes a new raw material, oil, 
again in the Mannheim facility.  
The SYNTROL®-technology is a subspecies of 
the pyrolysis. Therefore the project also gets 
assistance by Prof. Walter Kaminsky of the 
university Hamburg out of the faculty 
technical and macromolecular chemistry. The 
well-known scientist has stated the 
economical functionality of the project.  

With the SYNTROL®-procedure a circuit can be organized, 
within which in the end no waste occurs, but new raw-
materials, which can be used for renewed production. 
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